Invitation to the

Construction Engineering Masters Dissertation Conference

Please join us to hear from the 10th cohort of the Construction Engineering Masters (CEM) Programme. This is a great opportunity to meet with and listen to the emerging leaders of the construction sector. Each student will present findings from their dissertation research and there will be time for questions and networking. CEM dissertations cover a wide range of topics and students have used a variety of research methods to explore issues that they have identified in the industry. This year’s dissertation topics include: embodied carbon, legal challenges to procurement awards, and design for manufacture and assembly. These topics, amongst others, will provide the basis for an insightful and thought-provoking event.

Friday 16th September 2022
Robinson College, Cambridge, and online

Please RSVP by 31st August at https://forms.office.com/r/bVfCQdmzqf

The Construction Engineering Masters (CEM) degree programme is run by the Laing O’Rourke Centre for Construction Engineering and Technology in the Cambridge University Engineering department in partnership with the Cambridge Judge Business School.

The CEM programme was launched in 2011 with industry partner Laing O’Rourke to fulfil a shared vision of transforming the construction industry through innovation, education and technology.